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Weak localization in thin Cs films
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Department of Physics, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-0484

~Received 10 August 1998!

Thin, quench condensed films of Cs change their resistance and Hall effect dramatically when covered with
surface impurities. In this paper we investigate the quantum interference corrections to the resistance~weak
localization! and determine the inelastic dephasing rate of the conduction electrons. The dephasing rate is
proportional to the temperature-dependent resistance. For pure Cs films the magnetoresistance curves show a
rather poor agreement with the theory, which is exceptional for quench condensed metal films. In particular, at
4.5 K a linear magnetoresistance is observed at large magnetic fields, which defies explanation. Sandwiches of
AgCs yield a much better agreement between the experimental results and the theory. However, the dephasing
rate of Cs in Ag/Cs and Au/Cs sandwiches has only half the value of that in pure Cs films with the same
thickness and mean free path.@S0163-1829~99!04611-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The alkali metals have long been considered as the
representation of free-electron systems. The free-elec
Fermi surface does not touch or intersect any Bragg pl
and lies well inside of the first Brillouin zone. As a matter
fact, that is how the alkali metals are still described in ma
text books. There have, however, been early suggestion
Overhauser that simple metals form spin-density wa
~SDW’s! ~Refs. 1 and 2! or charge-density waves~CDW’s!.3

Overhauser has since collected a large body of evidence
the existence of CDW’s in K and Na.4

Our group has recently observed some unusual prope
in thin Cs films.5 Thin Cs films show a dramatic increase
the resistance and the Hall effect when covered with s
monolayers of Ag, Au, In, and Pb. As shown in Fig. 1, 1/1
of a monolayer of In increases the resistance of a Cs
~thicknessD582 Å! by approximately 15% while the Hal
constant increases by approximately 3%. The size of the
fect decreases with thicker Cs films. For thicker Cs films
saturation is essentially reached for an impurity coverage
0.1 atomic layers. This indicates that the impurities act fr
the surface and do not penetrate the film. We attempte
number of explanations with the traditional free-electron p
ture. In particular, we considered the possibility that the i
purity atoms introduce diffuse surface scattering. Howeve
detailed analysis showed that this explanation require
scattering cross section for the impurities that was far
large and it could not explain the increase of the Hall effe
Another hypothesis was that the impurities passivate a fi
thickness of the Cs at the surface. This yields a thicknes
the passivated layer of approximately 30 Å for thin Cs film
and about 60 Å for thicker ones. However, this requires t
one impurity atom would passivate approximately 30 Cs
oms, a rather unlikely scenario. Therefore we feel that
have to consider the more interesting models of spin-den
and charge-density waves suggested by Overhauser.

In this paper we investigate the weak localization of t
conduction electrons in thin quench condensed Cs films
thin disordered films one observes quantum interferenc
the conduction electrons. This yields a distinctive mag
toresistance at low fields~see, for example, Refs. 6–8!.
These magnetoresistance curves correspond to time-of-fl
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measurements and their evaluation yields characteristic fi
such asHi andHso, which can be easily transferred into th
dephasing timet i and the spin-orbit scattering timetso @by
means of Eq.~3.1!#.

II. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND EVALUATION

The Cs films are evaporated from SAES-Getters
evaporation sources. They are quench condensed onto a
strate at He temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum of be
than 10211 torr. After condensation the films are annealed
several minutes at 40 K. Then the magnetoresistance is m
sured in a field range of27,B,17 T at several tempera
tures between 4.5 and 20 K. Furthermore, the resistanc
measured as a function of temperature between liquid-hel
temperature and 30 K.

A. Weak localization of films of Cs
and Cs with In surface impurities

The magnetoresistance~MR! of a pure Cs film ~D
582 Å, R528.8V! is shown in Fig. 2 at different tempera

FIG. 1. A thin Cs film~82 Å thick! is covered with submono-
layers of In. The resistance~left scale! and the Hall constant~right
scale! is plotted as a function of the In coverage~in atomic layers!.
7724 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 59 7725WEAK LOCALIZATION IN THIN Cs FILMS
tures. The symbols represent the experimental results.
theoretical evaluation is performed with the theory of we
localization by Hikami, Larkin, and Nogaoka.9 This fit be-
tween experiment and theory requires two characteri
fields Hi and Hso, which represent the dephasing rate 1t i
and the spin-orbit scattering rate 1/tso.

For simple quench condensed metals one generally
serves an excellent agreement between the experimenta
curves and the theory.10,11 However, for the quench con
densed Cs films we find large deviations between the exp
mental results and the theory at larger magnetic fields
particular, at low temperatures. That is shown in Fig. 3. H
one finds an almost linear MR at 4.5 K forB.1 T. This
behavior is definitely not due to weak localization. There
another MR mechanism present on top of weak localizat
Since these Cs films are very disordered, even in a field
T the productvt is only of the order of 0.02, normal mag
netoresistance effects should be suppressed.

When one covers the Cs film with a monolayer of In th
its resistance almost doubles. In Fig. 1 the dependence o
resistance is plotted as a function of the In coverage.
latter is given in units of atomic layers. We repeat the M
measurement for the In coverage of 0.1 atomic layers.
results are shown in Fig. 4. For temperatures between
and 10 K the film has a sufficiently strong spin-orbit scatt
ing that one can observe a minimum atB50. However, the
fit with the theory of weak localization is even less satisfa
tory than for the pure Cs film. Even the low-field portion
the curves can only be fitted in the central part~which yields
the dephasing fieldHi!. Above 9.5 K the fitted values ofHi

FIG. 2. The magnetoresistance of a Cs film~Dcs582.4 Å, R
528.8V! for different temperatures. The points are the experim
tal results and the full curves are fits with the theory. The right sc
is the conductance in units ofe2/2p2\ and the left scale givesDR
in V.
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andt i are no longer reliable. In Fig. 5 the MR of the Cs fil
with increasing coverage of In is plotted for a temperature
6.5 K and the full field range. Here the full curves are only
guide to the eye. Clearly the linear slope of the conducta
at large fields decreases with increasing In coverage.

-
le

FIG. 3. The same magnetoresistance curves as in Fig. 2 but
larger field range.

FIG. 4. The magnetoresistance of a Cs film covered with
atomic layers of In for different temperatures. The points are
experimental results and the full curves are fits with the theory. T
right scale is the conductance in units ofe2/2p2\ and the left scale
givesDR in V.
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B. Proximity effect of weak localization for sandwiches

1. Ag/Cs sandwiches

In the next step we investigate the weak localization
Ag/Cs sandwiches. For a sandwich of two thin films t
weak localization averages perfectly over both films and
be described~for each temperature! by an effective dephas
ing field Hi and an effective spin-orbit scattering fieldHso.12

From the latter one can derive the dephasing rate and s
orbit rate of the second film~see below!.

In the experiment we first prepare a thin Ag film with
thickness of 68 Å and a resistance per square ofR
5106.5V. We measure the magnetoresistance of the
film. Then we cover this film with Cs at liquid-He temper
ture in several steps where the total film thickness is
creased to 92, 116, 140, and finally 183 Å. Since the Cs
a Debye temperature of approximately 38 K we anneal
sandwich only to 12 K to maintain a maximum of disorde
The resistance of the last sandwich drops down to a valu
12 V. The Ag introduces a spin-orbit scattering in the Ag/
sandwich that allows us to determine the characteristic fie
Hi andHso for each sandwich~each sandwich behaves as
perfect two-dimensional conductor and has a well-defin
value for Hi as well as forHso!. As we see below we can
easily determine the characteristic fields of the Cs film on
of the Ag as a function of the Cs thickness. In Fig. 6 we ha
plotted the MR curves of the pure Ag film~on the top! and
the Ag/Cs sandwiches for 4.5 K. The points represent
experimental data while the full curves give the theoretica
using the theory by Hikami, Larkin, and Nagaoka. We o
serve a very good agreement between experiment and th
that is typical for quench condensed films.

FIG. 5. The magnetoresistance of a Cs film with increas
cover of In at 6.5 K. The In coverages are 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05,
and 0.2 atomic layers of In. The right scale is the conductanc
units of e2/2p2\ and the left scale givesDR in V. The full curves
are a guide to the eye.
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This good agreement between experiment and theory
tends to large fields. In Fig. 7 the same MR curves are sho
in the full range of the magnetic field. One can see this go
agreement with the exception of the lowest curve. Here
resistance~per square! is reduced to 12V and one observes
on top of the contribution of weak localization, a quadra
field dependence. Such a classical MR is expected when

g
1,
in

FIG. 6. The magnetoresistance of AgCs sandwiches at 4.5
The top curve is for a pure Ag film with a resistance of 1
V. The right scale is the conductance in units ofe2/2p2\ and the
left scale inV. The total thicknesses are given in the text.

FIG. 7. The same magnetoresistance curves as in Fig. 6 o
AgCs sandwiches at 4.5 K but in a larger field range.
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PRB 59 7727WEAK LOCALIZATION IN THIN Cs FILMS
productvktk ~vk is the cyclotron frequency,tk is the relax-
ation time at the wave numberk! varies as a function of the
position on the Fermi surface or the position in real spa
The productvktk is different in the two films of the sand
wich. Furthermore, in the presence of charge density wa
vktk also varies as a function ofk in the Cs film.

2. Au/Cs sandwiches

In a similar experiment we covered a Au film~R
5160V, DAu565.6 Å! with increasing thicknesses of C
This time the sandwiches were annealed to 35 K. The firs
film ~on top of Au! had a thickness and mean free path
DCs545.7 Å andl Cs540 Å. The magnetoresistance curv
of this sandwich showed a nice agreement with the theor
weak localization. In the next step the Cs thickness was
creased~DCs578 Å, l Cs5100 Å!. Now we find again devia-
tions from the theory.

In this sandwich of AuCs we covered the Cs again w
submonolayers of Au. We observed a strong increase of
resistance. Despite the fact that the Cs had a substrate o
the qualitative behavior was the same as in the condensa
of In on pure Cs. In Fig. 8 the resistance is plotted versus
Au coverage~in units of atomic layers!.

C. Temperature dependence of the Cs resistance

Cs has a very low Debye temperature ofUD'38 K.
Above UD/5 the increase in resistance is essentially lin
with temperature. Figure 9 shows the temperature dep
dence of the pure Cs film~left scale! and the Cs film covered
with 0.1 atomic layers of In~right scale!. The slope of the
temperature dependent resistance is 12% larger for the
with In surface impurities.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Dephasing rate in Cs

1. Pure Cs

The magnetoresistance in disordered thin films is
scribed by the theory of Hikami, Larkin, and Nagaoka.9 A fit

FIG. 8. A sandwich of Au/Cs is covered with sub-mono-laye
of Au. The resistance is plotted as a function of the Au coverage~in
atomic layers!.
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between the experimental magnetoresistance and the th
yields two characteristic fields, the inelastic fieldHi and the
spin-orbit scattering fieldHso. From these fields one obtain
the characteristic rates, the dephasing rate 1/t i and the spin-
orbit scattering rate 1/tso by the relation

1

tn
5

4

e\rN
Hn , ~3.1!

wherer is the resistivity of the film andN is the density of
states of the investigated metal.

The magnetoresistance curves of the pure Cs films do
show a spin-orbit scattering minimum at zero field. We
the spin-orbit scattering fieldHso tentatively equal to zero
~we will return to this point!. Then the evaluation of the
magnetoresistance curves in Fig. 2 yields the dephasing
of the pure Cs film. The results are plotted in Fig. 10. T
dephasing rate depends almost linearly on the tempera
Since Cs has a very low Debye temperature of 38 K t
linear dephasing rate can be explained by electron-pho
processes. Below we will see that the temperature depen
resistance confirms this picture.

2. Sandwiches with Cs

From the experiments with sandwiches of Ag/Cs a
Au/Cs we can also derive the dephasing rate of Cs. T
sandwiches consist of two films with resistancesR1 andR2
and the characteristic fieldsHi ,1 , Hso,1 andHi ,2 , Hso,2. One
of the authors12 developed the theory for weak localization
two-dimensional sandwiches. The characteristic fieldHn ~Hn
representing either the dephasing fieldHi or the spin-orbit
scattering fieldHso! of the sandwich can be obtained fro
the characteristic fields of the individual filmsHn,1 andHn,2 :

Hn

R
5

Hn,1

R1
1

Hn,2

R2
. ~3.2!

Since in the experiment all the parameters of the first fi
(R1 ,Hi ,1 ,Hso,1) and all the parameters of the sandwi
(R,Hi ,Hso) are determined one can use Eq.~3.2! to deter-
mine the properties of the second film, in particula
R2 ,Hi ,2 ,Hso,2,r2 . From these data we obtain the dephas

FIG. 9. The resistance of the pure Cs film and the Cs with an
coverage of 0.1 atomic layers as a function of the temperature
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rate of the Cs films. The results are shown in Fig. 10 toge
with the data for pure Cs. In Table I the parameters of the
films are collected. The properties of the three films
rather similar. The inelastic rates are quite different for
sandwiches as opposed to the single Cs film. A possible
planation could be a change in the phonon spectrum or
electronic structure of the Cs on top of the noble metal.
the present time we have not yet systematically investiga
this deviation.

3. Influence of surface impurities

When we cover the Cs with impurities then the resista
increases dramatically as shown in Fig. 1. At the same t
one’s ability to fit the magnetoresistance curves becom
greatly reduced. As shown in Fig. 4 the inner part of t
magnetoresistance curves~which yield the inelastic rate! can
still be fitted for 4.5 and 6.5 K. The resulting dephasing r
shows an increase due to the impurity coverage. For a c
erage of 0.1 atomic layers of In at 6.5 K the increase
approximately 15%.

B. Deviations from weak localization theory

In the majority of quench condensed metal films one
serves an excellent agreement between the experim
magnetoresistance and the theory.13 ~Only in metal films
with magnetic effects such as Kondo impurities or spin flu
tuations as in Pd have we observed high-field deviations
tween experiment and theory!. The reason for this universa
agreement is that weak localization is a great equalize
does not matter what the scattering properties of the ela
impurities are.14 It does not matter which and how man

FIG. 10. The electron dephasing times in a pure Cs film~full
circles! and similar Cs films on top of Ag and Au as a function
temperature.

TABLE I. The Cs parameters~thicknessDCs, resistivityr, and
mean free pathl! in the pure Cs film and the Ag/Cs and Au/Cs.

DCs ~Å! r (1026 Vm) l Cs ~Å!

Cs 82.4 0.24 127
Ag/Cs 72.1 0.29 102
Au/Cs 78 0.31 98
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electron bands are participating in the conduction proces15

The only requirement is that the transitions between differ
bands are fast compared with the characteristic time of w
localization. This characteristic time is the smallest of t
following times: the inelastic dephasing timet i , the spin-
orbit scattering timetso and the magnetic dephasing tim
tH5(1/H)(1/4eD), where H is the applied magnetic field
and D the diffusion constant. Even spacial inhomogeneit
are averaged out if the conduction electrons diffuse dur
their characteristic time over larger distances than the in
mogeneities. Weak localization yields a motional averagi

Therefore the observed deviations for Cs films and C
sandwiches carry a clear message. Either the MR cont
other contributions that have nothing to do with weak loc
ization or some transitions in the films are so slow that
motional averaging process is lost.

C. The negative linear magnetoresistance at high fields

The pure Cs film shows, at low temperatures and h
magnetic fields, anegativelinear MR as is shown in Fig. 3
The first question is whether this deviation from the theo
of weak localization is in itself a two-dimensional quantu
correction. Quantum corrections such as weak localizat
the Coulomb anomaly of the resistance, and the Aslamz
Larkin and the Maki-Thompson fluctuations in supercond
tivity, to name a few, are specific interference contributio
to the current that are represented by specific Kubo diagra
They yield a resistance independent~and often universal!
contribution to the conductance of a thin film. On the oth
hand, everything that causes an additional scattering~such as
impurities, electron-phonon interaction, etc.! contributes ad-
ditively to theresistance. We investigated Cs films with dif-
ferent resistances between 100 and 1V. We found that the
deviation from the weak localization theory was essentia
constant in a resistance plot while in a conductance plo
decreased roughly as 1/R2. The decrease of the linear slop
with increasing In coverage in Fig. 5 demonstrate the sa
effect since the resistance increases with the In cover
~For the very low film resistance the analysis was obscu
by an increasing~classical! quadratic MR!. This strongly
suggests that the linear MR isnot a quantum correction bu
due to an additional scattering mechanism. This scatte
must decrease with increasing magnetic field to yield a ne
tive MR.

There have been observations of a linear MR in pure
kali metals in the past~see, for example, Ref. 16!. These
have been interpreted by Overhauser and co-workers17 as a
proof that the alkali Fermi surface is not simply connected
that the electrons can travel on open orbits. This explana
does not apply in our experiments for the linear MR since
productvt is very small in our disordered Cs film and has
value of approximately 0.02.

The origin of this scattering mechanism is rather myste
ous. We have to search for a mechanism that~a! is magnetic-
field dependent,~b! shows a strong temperature dependen
below 20 K, and~c! disappears if the Cs film is condense
onto a Ag film.

Since we consider any phase coherence effect as an
likely origin of this linear MR we have only a few mecha
nism by which the magnetic field changes the resistanc
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PRB 59 7729WEAK LOCALIZATION IN THIN Cs FILMS
these disordered films.~i! the presence of magnetic impur
ties together with spin-flip scattering,~ii ! a magnetic break-
down in the Fermi surface, and~iii ! impurities with an ex-
tended electronic wave function or an extended screen
cloud. None of these mechanisms appears to be the li
origin of the linear MR.

D. Spin-orbit scattering

Our Cs films do not show a spin-orbit scattering~SOS!
minimum at zero magnetic field. From a comparison b
tween the dephasing rate and the electron transport rate
low we conclude that the spin-orbit scattering rate must
small compared with the dephasing rate.

Cs belongs to the same row in the periodic system as
Thin films of quench condensed Au show a very strong S
and are essentially in the strong SOS limit. Both metals p
sess ones-conduction electron per atom. Therefore the d
ferent behavior is at first rather puzzling. We suggest
following explanation. Let us first consider the SOS of
single Cs atom in a free-electron jellium. Its SOS cross s
tion sso is given by18

sso5
4p

kF
2 (

l

l ~ l 11!

2l 11
sin2~d l 1~1/2!,l2d l 2~1/2!,l !,

whered l 6(1/2),l is the scattering phase shift for an electr
wave with total angular momentuml 6 1

2 and orbital angular
momentuml. For a Cs metal with filledp andd bands and
with a relatively large distance between neighboring ato
we expect that only the phase shift forl 50 will be impor-
tant. Thiss scattering does not contribute to the SOS cr
section. In the case of Au impurities the situation is mo
complicated. Because of the close proximity of thed band to
the Fermi energy one cannot neglect thed-phase shift. A
stronger SOS appears reasonable in Au.

In the Ag/Cs sandwich experiment we condensed Cs
top of Ag. The interface introduces an asymmetrically d
torted electronic wave function at the Cs atoms, i.e., a w
function with nonzero angular momentum. As a conseque
we observed an increase of the SOS rate of the sandwic
Fig. 11 the additional SOS rate due to the Cs film is plot
as a function of the Cs thickness. The evaluation yield
much larger spin-orbit scattering rate in the Cs on top of
Ag than the rate for pure Cs. This result is presently not w
understood. The SOS rate of the Ag film istso

2150.26 ps21.

E. Weak localization and the temperature-dependent
resistance

The measurement of the magnetoresistance yields
dephasing rate 1/t i of the conduction electrons. In the expe
mental temperature range the dephasing rate is caused b
inelastic electron-phonon processes and essentially give
1/tep.

We have also investigated the temperature-dependen
sistance of the Cs film. In the free-electron model the re
tance is given by the Drude formula

R~T!5
1

DCs

m

ne2

1

t tr
, ~3.3!
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whereDCs is the thickness of the Cs film. For isotropic o
catastrophic scattering the transport relaxation rate is

1

t tr
5F 1

t0
1

1

tep
G ,

where 1/t0 is the elastic scattering rate. For anisotropic sc
tering one has to include the factor^12cosU&av between the
transport relaxation time and the mean relaxation time.
ignore this complication here because it is not a serious p
lem at sufficiently high temperatures~with respect to the De-
bye temperature!.

Under these simplifying assumptions we expect that a p
of the transport relaxation rate in the resistance 1t tr
5RDCsne2/m51/t011/tep versus the dephasing rate
weak localization 1/tep yields a straight line. Figure 12
shows this plot for the pure Cs film. The slope of the straig
line through the points is 1.14 for the pure Cs film. This
remarkably close to the value 1 if one considers that
neglected any dependence on the scattering angle.

The above evaluation shows that even at 4.5 K the fit
dephasing rate and the transport rate lie on the straight
This suggests that the neglect of the spin-orbit scattering
yields the correct dephasing rate which means that 1/tso is
quite small compared to 1/t i . Furthermore, we see that th
same mechanism that causes the temperature-depende
sistance also causes the dephasing. For Cs with its low
bye temperature of 38 K this mechanism is expected to
the electron-phonon interaction.

F. Charge-density waves and disordered films

As pointed out in the Introduction Overhauser2 had sug-
gested that the electron system in alkali metals forms cha
density waves. In this model the resulting Fermi surface
very complicated. The charge-density vectorQ generates an
energy gap at thek plane defined byQ. This k plane is
perpendicular toQ and intersectsQ at Q/2. The direction of
Q is roughly parallel to G110 and its length is abou
1.1132kF for potassium. For thin films of alkali metalG110
should be perpendicular to the film plane.19 In addition,

FIG. 11. The additional spin-orbit scattering ratetso
21 of the

AgCs sandwich due to the Cs coverage as a function of the
thickness.
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Overhauser obtained new gap planes defined byQ6n(Q
2G110), the so-called ‘‘minigaps,’’ and at6n(Q2G110),
which Overhauser calls the ‘‘heterodyne gaps.’’ Heren is an
integer. With increasingn the magnitude of the gap de
creases. For Na Overhauser and his co-workers obtain
charge-density gap of magnitude 0.4 eV. The first miniga
0.1 eV and the first heterodyne gap is 0.02 eV.

For thin films of alkali metals Overhauser4 concluded that
theQ vector lies essentially perpendicular to the surface,
it forms only a small angle withẑ, the unit vector perpen
dicular to the film. If the alkali metal film has a large mea
free path and specular surface reflection then one has to
sider the quantization ofkz5n(p/D f), where D f is the
thickness of the film. Now the Fermi surface has to acco
modate the formation of charge-density waves and thekz
quantization at the same time. Without having performe
quantitative analysis we expect that thekz quantization
forces theQ-vector to lie parallel toẑ and all the planes o
energy gaps perpendicular toẑ. In this case the charge
density waves lie parallel to the film plane, an intuitive
reasonable assumption.

The charge density wave in the alkali film forbids thek
vectors within a certain cone about thez direction, i.e., they
have a smallestk vector kp within the kx-ky plane. We ex-
pect that this has two consequences:~a! all conduction elec-
trons hit the surface under minimum angle~with respect to
ẑ!, and~b! we will have surface states withk vectors parallel
to the film surface thek values of which are less thankp .

In thin disordered films one has a mean free pathl. For
example, our Cs film yields an electron elastic relaxat
time t05 l /vF and an energy uncertainty in anyk state at the
Fermi surface of\vF / l . This means that a Cs film with
mean free path of 100 Å has a smearing of the energy
about 50 meV. This smearing of thek vector and the energy
acts on both thekz quantization and the charge-density e
ergy gaps. It eliminates all secondary gaps except for the
minigap.

At the present time we have not yet collected enou
experimental results to connect our findings in a unique w
with the charge-density model. In particular, the stro
change in resistance and Hall effect due to surface impur
represents quite a challenge.

FIG. 12. The~temperature-dependent! transport relaxation rate
is plotted vs the the dephasing rate of weak localization for the p
Cs film.
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We can only contribute an unproven suggestion: Imag
that in a pure alkali film the charge-density waves lie para
to the surface. Then an electrical current in the film plane
hardly affected by their presence. We can think of two~quite
different! effects of surface impurities.

~a! When surface impurities are condensed on the surf
of the Cs they introduce points of high charge. This attra
the charge-density-wave maxima.~Similar to the attraction
of superconducting flux lines by small normal conducti
regions!. In the surface region with the bent charge-dens
waves the electron flow is strongly hindered and the curr
flows in a reduced thickness of the film. This would yield
increased resistance as well as an increased Hall cons
But it leaves still a number of questions unanswered.
example, one might expect that the pinning of the char
density wave would reach a maximum for a certain impur
coverage and decrease for larger coverages.~In a monolayer
of surface impurities the pinning would cancel out!.

~b! The surface impurities modulate the charge in th
direct vicinity due to Friedel oscillations. These Fried
charge oscillations interact with the charge-density wa
~both have the same wavelengthlF/2! and deform their
shape in the vicinity of the impurity. This yields addition
scattering of conduction electrons in the vicinity of the su
face.

It should be pointed out that these two ideas exclude e
other. In model~a! the charge density crest goes radia
through the impurity and in model~b! the crest aligns per-
pendicular to the radius. A detailed evaluation of the
volved energies is required to see which of the two arran
ments is energetically more favorable.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated the weak localizat
of thin films of pure Cs, Cs with In surface impurities an
sandwiches of Ag/Cs and Au/Cs. The dephasing rate of p
Cs was in good agreement with the temperature-depen
transport relaxation rate of the resistance, showing that b
processes are governed by the same inelastic processes
larger fields the experimental magnetoresistance cu
showed clear deviations from the theory of weak localiz
tion. The deviations increased when the Cs films were c
ered with 0.1 atomic layers of In. Such deviations are
observed in quench condensed films of other simple me
and appear to be due to a new unknown mechanism. T
occur despite the disorder (vt,0.02) and are not due to
open orbits.

The drastic effect of small concentrations of surface i
purities on the properties of Cs extends to the dephasing
and the temperature-dependent resistance. The superpo
of 0.1 atomic layers of In on the discussed Cs film increa
the resistance by 58%, the Hall constant by 17%, the slop
the linear part of the temperature-dependent resista
changes by 12%, and the dephasing rate by approxima
15%. This is another indication that the surface impurit
not only increase the residual resistance but also alter
dynamics of the electron~and phonon! system. Mattiessen’s
rule is definitely violated.

The experimental results of weak localization in Ag/C
and Au/Cs sandwiches were evaluated with the sandw
theory of weak localization. They yield the surprising res
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that the dephasing in the Cs sandwiches was roughly b
factor 2 smaller than for pure Cs films.

We believe that the observed properties cannot be
plained within the~nearly! free-electron model of the alka
metals. Some more complex properties such as Overhau
charge-density model has to be included. We first made
tempts to discuss the interplay of charge-density waves
thin films, including the effect of disorder. Additional exper
mental research is required to shed more light on the unu
properties of the Cs and the research has to be extende
other alkali films. At the present time we are investigati
the propagation of the conduction electrons perpendicula
a

x-

r’s
t-

nd

al
to

to

the film plane. Here we use the induced anomalous H
effect in Cs in contact with thin ferromagnetic Fe films
Again the results are quite unexpected, indicating an inter
reflection of the conduction electrons in the Cs film. The
results will be published soon.
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